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General
These guidelines are to help you in preparing your final high-resolution figures for your accepted article. When
you first submit your paper, it is acceptable to upload lower-resolution images for the reviewing stage. The
maximum file size you can upload to our Editorial Manager Submission sites are 10MB (journals and Special
Publications) or 20MB (EGSPs and Memoirs). If your files are larger than this, please make smaller versions for
review purposes and we will ask for the high-resolution version when the paper is accepted.
When preparing your figures bear in mind the dimensions of the text area of the book or journal for which they
are intended (see Appendix A: Publication sizes). Each figure should be large enough to show detail clearly at
the size it will be reproduced in the publication. Ideally provide your figures at their finished size (i.e. the size
you expect them to be when published – single column, double column, mid-width, landscape) or larger. If you
supply figures smaller in size than they will appear in the finished book or journal, they may lose some clarity

and detail when enlarged. A good maxim to work with is ‘bigger is better’ – our typesetters say that you can’t
have too many pixels!
 Supply the figure captions, notes and source information for the figures as a separate file – they should
not be part of the image itself.
 Label all your figure files with author name, figure number and extension.
 Note that unsuitable figure files will be queried with the author, which may lead to delays in
publication.

Preferred file formats
For the review process
The maximum file size you can upload to our Editorial Manager Submission sites are 10MB (journals and
Special Publications) or 20MB (EGSPs and Memoirs)We will request higher resolution files when your paper is
accepted and we are ready to start work. We will let you know how to deliver them.
For the production process
1. The best quality reproduction is achieved from editable EPS, TIFF or PDF files, assuming they have
been correctly saved and flattened. It is possible to 'save as' or 'export as' TIFF or EPS from most
graphics applications. You can also save directly to PDF from most graphics packages by using Adobe
Acrobat. If you create your PDFs by printing to a PDF printer you may not have as much control with
transparency options as you would using the ‘save as’ method. For these three formats, please see
Appendix B: ‘Save as’ options.
2. We can accept JPEG, GIF, BMP and PNG, but these formats are designed for viewing on the web and
do not reproduce well in print. We can also accept PowerPoint files, but again the reproduction quality
will be reduced.
3. Do not insert figures into Word or any other word processing program.
4. Do not send .ai files unless the figure was originally created in Illustrator.
EPS








TIFF






PDF



An EPS file is a vector graphics format and generally resolution independent. EPS files are scalable
and your figure will look ‘sharp’ at any size.
Embed any fonts used, crop the image tightly and save it with minimal white space around the
illustration. No data should be present outside the actual illustration area.
Take care to ensure that the bounding box of any EPS file encompasses the entire visible area of the
image. If this bounding box is too small, the figure will appear cropped when imported into the
typesetter’s software (Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator).
Please include a PC preview/header so that we can view your figure on screen. Scale the image to the
final size at the desired aspect ratio.
Supply black-and-white figures as greyscale EPS files and colour ones as RGB EPS files.
Supply your figures as one figure per file and not as multi-page postscript files.

A TIFF file is a raster graphics format and your image is stored as pixels. The more pixels you have the
higher the quality of the figure.
Colour photos are best supplied as TIFF files at a minimum 300 dpi at the size the images are to be
reproduced in the publication. Supply colour images as RGB files with the ICC profile used by the
software processing the file (for example, sRGB).
Black and white photos or figures containing greyscale elements and text labelling should be saved at a
minimum 600 dpi at the size the image is to be reproduced in the journal or book.
Save 1-bit line figures as TIFF files with a resolution of 1200 dpi.
Use the LZW algorithm for compression of large TIFF files.
Supply the figures as one figure per file and not as multi-page TIFF files.

A PDF file is also a vector graphics format and generally resolution independent. Do not lower the
resolution of the image during the PDF creation process.
To avoid any transparency loss when creating your PDFs it is important to flatten the image layers by
either:
o printing to postscript and use Acrobat Distiller to make a PDF afterwards. The PDF version is
not important – the postscript process will flatten the PDF.

o

ve as’ ->
savinng the PDF as an Optimiized PDF wiithin Acrobat Pro: Pick ‘FFiles’ -> ‘Sav
‘Opttimized PDF’. Check ‘Trannsparency’ (and high resolution if givenn the option) and press
‘Savve’.

3D imaages













3D models shhould be suppllied in U3D, G
GLB or FBX format.
f
We caannot accept oother formats.
Authors shouuld embed each
h U3D file intto a single blaank PDF page before submiitting them.
A maximum of
o two 3D mo
odels per articlle are permitteed as this ensu
ures faster dow
wnload speeds and
interactive peerformance.
For each 3D model
m
supplieed, authors willl also need to
o supply a ‘flat’ image versiion of each ob
bject,
which will bee used for the print
p
and HTM
ML version off the article. The
T ‘flat’ imagge should reprresent the
3D model butt can be any view
v
of the autthor’s choosin
ng.
For the ‘flat’ image, pleasee follow ‘Prefeerred file form
mats’ instructio
ons in this doccument.
Please note thhat authors will not be sent a proof contaaining the 3D model.
m
All prooofs will conttain the
flat image. Thhe Journal Maanager or Bookk Production Editor will ap
pprove the 3D model beforee
publication.
Please note: embedded
e
inteeractive imagees will only fu
unction correctly when the PPDF is opened
d using
Adobe Acrobbat. If the read
der opens the P
PDF directly within
w
a web browser,
b
suchh as Internet Ex
xplorer or
Chrome, the interactive
i
eleements will noot function corrrectly.
Authors shouuld describe th
he 3D image iin the figure caption. If desiired, authors sshould also deescribe the
flat image.
If the 3D imaage PDF is larg
ger than 10 M
MB, then autho
ors should con
ntact the Produuction Editor/Journal
Manager for advice
a
on how
w to upload thhe images for review.
r
Pleasee see the authoor main menu
u on the
submission siite for the contact email adddress.

Labelliing, shadingg and line weights
w
Labels
For labellling our prefeerred font is a sans-serif typpeface, such as
a Helvetica or
o Arial. Axis labelling, letttering and
any plottting symbols should
s
be sizeed appropriateely for the figu
ure and its pro
obable final siize. Generally
y, lettering
on your figures should have a sizee of 9pt for nnormal text (aabout 2mm hiigh) and be nno smaller thaan 6pt for
subscriptt and superscrript characters when scaledd to final size. Smaller letttering will yyield text that is hardly
legible. S
Similarly, labbelling that iss far too largge for a figurre can also be
b problematicc and may reesult in a
‘cartooniish’ appearancce. Make 12ptt type size youur maximum for lettering. These
T
sizes arre rules-of-thu
umb and a
guide onlly.

Labels shhould be set in lower casee with an iniitial capital (ee.g. 'Unit elev
vation (m)'). PPlease includ
de units if
appropriaate. Graphs shhould have all axes and linees labelled. Maps
M
should include latitudee (°N, °S) and longitude
(°W, °E)), a north arroow and a scalee in metres orr kilometres. If
I you can keep all text in the figure (ax
xis labels,
contour llabels, latitude and longitu
ude, scale textt, inset text, etc.)
e
at a similar size, this w
will aid reduccibility or
enlargem
ment. Maths laabels should be typed exactlly as they app
pear in the textt of your papeer – if a symbol is italic
in the texxt or equationn, it should bee italic in the ffigure. Remem
mber that all relevant
r
detaiil in the illustrration, the
graph sym
mbols (trianglles, circles, diiamonds etc.) and a key to the diagram explaining
e
thee symbols used must be
legible att final size.

The geneeral title of yoour figure should appear in the figure caaption, not on the figure itseelf. Do not in
nclude any
labelling that duplicattes the captio
on. Do not innclude logos, company diaagram numbeers or other extraneous
e
matter. A
Avoid the use of boldface leettering if posssible – the op
pen spaces in the
t letters cann fill in when the figure
is reduceed. If you haave a dark orr textured areea in a figuree with letterin
ng appearing on top, place a white
backgrouund behind thee lettering or make contourrs or symbols white when overlaid
o
on daark grey shad
des. If you
within the cap
need to ccredit a sourcee, this should be included w
ption. If the figure
f
includees several partts labelled
(a), (b), ((c) etc., pleasee make sure th
he parts are cleearly marked.
Ensure thhat all labellinng to be inclu
uded in the fiigure (e.g. (a)), (b), names of objects in multi-panelleed figures,
etc.) is em
mbedded in thhe file.
Shading
Avoid tinnts if at all poossible. If you
u have to use tints they sho
ould be a minimum 15% annd not more than
t
85%.
For best rresults, do not include more than three leevels of tints (greys)
(
as the differentials w
will be lost on
n printing.
When creeating a scalee or using diff
fferent shades to highlight areas in the figure,
f
increasse the contrast between
shades aas much as possible
p
and use incremennts of 25%. Any increments less thann this may bee hard to
differentiiate on the prrinted page. This
T would alllow you five ‘shades’ in your
y
figure – white, 25% tone,
t
50%
tone, 75%
% tone and blaack. In some instances it m
may be better to
t reverse the greyscale so that large areas of dark
grey nextt to black beccome light greey next to whiite. Do think about whether you need grrey shading att all in the
figure –ccross-hatchingg could be used
d more effectiively to repressent particularr regions of a ggraph or histo
ogram.

Line weigghts
Line worrk should use a recommend
ded line weigght of 0.3pt att final size. Iff you use a thhinner line thaan this the
lines will not print, evven if you caan see them oon your laser-p
printed hard copy
c
or prooffs (office laseer printers
should noot be used as indicators – they are loweer resolution output
o
devicess). Do not usee hairlines as these can
effectivelly disappear (they print at
a 1/1200th oof an inch in
n thickness) when printedd on a high-rresolution
imagesettter. For promiinent lines (e.g. plot lines oon graphs) the weight should
d be 1pt (maxximum 1.5pt).
Frames
Your illuustrations shouuld not have a frame enclossing the figuree or the page, unless
u
the fram
me is an integral part of
the figuree (e.g. a map with
w grid mark
ks on the box)).

Figuress with severral parts
The partss should be laabelled ‘(a)’, ‘(b)’,
‘
etc. In m
most cases all the parts of the
t figures shoould fit on on
ne page. If
that is noot possible, consider
c
separrating the part
rts into more than one figu
ure. There woould normally
y be some
general teext in the capttion that appliies to the who le figure before the description of the sepparate parts.

Colourr
Printing ffigures in coloour is free botth in print andd online. For your
y
colour fig
gures use boldd, solid colourrs as these
will reprroduce well. Note
N
that it may
m not be p ossible to ach
hieve an exacct match for all of the collours in a
particularr figure whenn we print. In
n particular, ccolours that appear bright and fluoresceent on-screen will look
‘flatter’ w
when printed in colour. Thee exact appearrance of a collour figure at any stage willl depend on th
he display
medium and the settinggs used (e.g. an
a RGB imag e viewed on screen
s
or on a laser proof m
may not match a CMYK
printing bby our printerrs).

Foldouts
Your article may include a figure larger than the size of a page or double-page spread, which will need to be a
foldout. Authors are expected to pay for the additional cost of printing foldouts. The cost is proportional to the
number of folds required. Please contact the Production Editor of the book or Journal Manager of the journal for
more details.

Permissions for figures from other publications
If your figures are taken from another publication, please ensure that the necessary permission is obtained from
the copyright holder. You need to do this even if you have modified the figure (if it is still recognizably the
same figure). You need to obtain permission to use the material ‘in this and all subsequent editions of this
Geological Society of London work, its ancillaries, and other derivative works in any form or medium, whether
now known or hereafter developed, in all languages, for distribution through the world’. If you are not given the
opportunity to include such detailed wording, you must at least obtain permission for print and online
publication in perpetuity. The Society cannot accept temporary licences.
The Society is a signatory to the Guidelines of the International Association of Scientific, Technical and
Medical (STM) Publishers. The Guidelines help facilitate the exchange of scholarly and professional
information by enabling one STM signatory publisher to grant permission to another to re-use limited amounts
of material from published works in subsequent publications. This is free of charge and often without the need
for you to request permission. Many scholarly publishers are signatories to the Guidelines (e.g. CUP, Elsevier,
ICE Publishing, John Wiley, OUP and Springer Nature). You can see the full list of signatories here
(https://www.stm-assoc.org/intellectual-property/permissions/permissions-guidelines/), in tabular form, and it
lets you know which publishers will still expect you to apply for permission, even though you will be granted
permission free of charge.
If you plan to make your article Open Access, please ensure that you have permission to use any third-party
material with the CC-BY licence.

Summary













Check out the dimensions of the text area of your target book or journal so that you can design the figures
for single or double column, mid-width or landscape size. Supply your figures at their finished size as
editable EPS, TIFF or PDF files.
EPS files: save black-and-white figures as greyscale EPS files and colour ones as RGB EPS files. Include a
PC preview/header.
TIFF files: supply colour photos and figures as TIFFs at a minimum 300 dpi as RGB files with the ICC
profile. Supply black-and-white photos or those containing greyscale elements and text labelling at a
minimum 600 dpi. Use LZW compression for large TIFFs. Save 1-bit line figures at 1200 dpi.
PDF files: to avoid any transparency loss when creating your PDFs it is important to flatten the image
layers by either (1) printing to postscript and use Acrobat Distiller to make a PDF afterwards. The PDF
version is not important – the postscript process will flatten the PDF. Or (2) saving the PDF as an
Optimized PDF within Acrobat Pro: Pick ‘Files’ -> ‘Save as’ -> ‘Optimized PDF’. Check ‘Transparency’
(and high resolution if given the option) and press ‘Save’.
Embed all fonts and crop the image tightly. Use a line weight of 0.3pt at final size (do not use hairlines).
Prominent lines should be 1pt. Use a sans serif typeface, such as Helvetica or Arial, for labelling and a
finished, printed size of 9pt for normal text (about 2mm high). The maximum type size for lettering should
be 12pt.
Graphs should have all axes and lines labelled. Maps should include latitude (°N, °S) and longitude (°W,
°E), a north arrow and a scale in metres or kilometres (or ‘km’ but not ‘kilometers’). Use lower case
lettering with an initial capital.
For figures with different shades used to signify different areas, limit yourself to 3 levels of tints (in
increments of 25%) plus black and white, i.e. you can have 5 ‘shades’. Any more than this and it becomes
hard to distinguish the shades. Consider annotating the areas rather than using tints.
If you have taken a figure from another publication, obtain permission from the copyright holder. We need
permission for print and online publication in perpetuity and cannot accept temporary licences.
Label all your figure files with author name, figure number and extension.

Append
dix A: Publication sizzes
Figures ccan be sized too fit to any of the followingg dimensions in our publicattions.
Text width (mm
m)
Single columnn Mid-width

Double colu
umn

Landscap
ape

Book serries
Special P
Publication
Memoir
Report
Special R
Engineerring Geology SP
S
PGC

65
84
84
76
84

100
120 to 130
120
–
120 to 130

135
176
176
156
176

204
254
232
210
254

Journalss
Journal oof the Geologiical Society
QJEGH
m Geosciencee
Petroleum
GEEA
SJG
PYGS

84
84
84
84
84
84

120
120
120
120
120
120

176
176
176
176
176
176

254
254
254
254
254
254

GEEA, Geeochemistry: Exploration,
Ex
Envvironment, Ana lysis; PGC, Pettroleum Geolog
gy Conference
series; PY
YGS, Proceedinngs of the Yorkshire Geologicaal Society; QJEG
GH, Quarterly Journal
J
of
Engineering Geology andd Hydrogeologyy; SJG, Scottishh Journal of Geeology

Append
dix B: ‘Savve As’ optio
ons
When yoou create your figure file, th
he ‘Save As’ ooption you cho
oose will directly influencee the quality of the final
figure. H
Here are four examples of th
he best optionss to choose





Saviing a file in Illlustrator as a .PDF
Expoorting a file inn CorelDRAW
W as an .EPS
Saviing a file in Phhotoshop as a .TIFF
Convverting a Worrd file to PDF using Acrobaat print

Althoughh these refer too specific grap
phics packagees, most softw
ware will have similar optionns.
Saving a ffile in Illustraator as a PDF
F
1. Chooose File -- Savve in and selecct PDFs from the drop-dow
wn list.

2.

Selecct the preset ‘High Quality Print’.

Exportingg a file in CorrelDRAW as an
a .EPS
1. Selecct Export from
m File menu (File >Export)). This brings up
u the export dialogue box..
2. Selecct the type of file format as .EPS.

3.

Clickk Export buttton. This brings up a dialoogue box. Thee contents in the
t dialogue bbox depend on
o the file
type you selected to export as. Enter
E
the inforrmation accorrding to your requirements
r
iin the dialogu
ue box.

Saving a ffile in Photosshop as a .TIF
FF
1. Chooose File > Savve As, and cho
oose TIFF from
m the format list.
2. Speccify a filenamee and location
n, select savingg options and click Save.

3.

In thhe TIFF Options box, selectt the options aas shown below
w and click OK.
O

Convertinng a Word filee to PDF usin
ng Acrobat priint
OBAT PDF from
1. Choose File > PRINT, and choose ACRO
fr
the formaat list.

2.

A second screeen appears. Select
S
‘High Q
Quality Print option’
o
and cliick ok.

